Moscow Experiences First "Operation Alert"

Sorority members of the University of Idaho were asked to participate in the anti-communist campaign "Operation Alert" on Monday, Feb. 18. The purpose of the campaign is to alert members of the Soviet Union and the rest of the world that this is not a country that is free from under the control of communism.

The campaign is being conducted throughout the nation and was initiated by the American Legion. The United States government has declared war on communism and has asked all Americans to join the campaign.

The members of the sorority were told that they should not attend any meetings or events that are sponsored by the communist party. They were also encouraged to report any suspicious activities to the authorities.

The campaign is being conducted in order to prevent the spread of communism and to ensure that the United States remains free from the influence of this邪恶的意识形态.

The members of the sorority were told that they should not attend any meetings or events that are sponsored by the communist party. They were also encouraged to report any suspicious activities to the authorities.

The campaign is being conducted in order to prevent the spread of communism and to ensure that the United States remains free from the influence of this邪恶的意识形态.

practice for May 15.

SUB Addition Still Has Large Majority Support

A bill in the Senate that would make the SUB a permanent body remains the most popular bill in the state legislature. The bill, sponsored by Senator Smith, was passed by a vote of 30-1 in the Senate last week. The bill has been praised by many students for its potential to increase student representation in the decision-making process of the university.

The bill would establish a new SUB, which would be elected by students and would have the power to make decisions on a variety of issues, including tuition, fees, and regulations. The bill has received widespread support from students, who have long complained of the lack of student voice in university decision-making.

On Wednesday, the Senate took up the bill and passed it by a vote of 30-1. The only senator to vote against the bill was Senator Johnson, who cited concerns about the cost of the new SUB. However, Johnson conceded that the bill had widespread support and that the SUB would be a positive step forward for student representation.

The bill now goes to the House of Representatives, where it is expected to be introduced this week. If passed, the bill will go to Governor Smith for signature. Governor Smith has indicated that he will sign the bill, and the SUB is expected to be operational by the fall semester.
Go To A Smaller College,” Students Would Advise

If an American college student could give advice to his younger brother about attending college, he would probably tell him to go to a smaller school. A recent survey of 1000 college seniors showed that 101 per cent of the students interviewed on this subject indicated that they would advise their younger brothers to attend a smaller school.

The question asked of a representative sample of men, women, college freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors in various colleges and universities, is one of the most interesting in recent college student investigations. The question was worded: “Suppose your younger brother is planning to attend college. Would you advise him to go to a large or smaller school?”

Of the 1000 students surveyed, 97 per cent of the men said they would advise their younger brothers to attend a smaller school. Women students, on the other hand, were divided more nearly even, with 47 per cent saying they would advise their younger brothers to attend a smaller school, while 53 per cent said they would advise them to attend a larger school.

The survey was conducted by the Bureau of Educational Research of the University of Pennsylvania. The results of the survey indicate that the majority of college students believe that smaller schools are better than larger schools for the education of college students.

Malik Speaks

At Alpha Zeta

Eloquence of education is in the hands of the teachers. The schools are the institutions through which the teachers carry on their work.

Until very recently, the education of children was left to the discretion of parents. The schools were merely the places where the children were sent to be taught by the teachers. The teachers were the ones who had to decide what was to be taught, and how it was to be taught.

But today, the situation is quite different. Education is no longer a matter of choice, but a matter of necessity. The schools are now run by the government, and the teachers are employed by the government.

In this respect, the government plays a great role in the education of children. The government has to provide the schools with the necessary facilities, and the teachers with the necessary training.

The education of children is not only a matter of learning facts, but also a matter of learning values. The teachers have to instill in the children a sense of duty, and a sense of responsibility.

In conclusion, the government has a great responsibility in the education of children. The schools are the places where the children are taught, and the teachers are the ones who have to carry out this task.

Dean Carmel

The University of Pennsylvania

Jim Golden's Campey Neologism

Astronomers Turn Telescope on More 'Heavenly' Subjects

The universe is full of wonders, and astronomers are always looking for new ways to explore it. In this article, we discuss some of the latest developments in the field of astronomy.

The first development is the use of advanced telescopes. These telescopes have allowed astronomers to observe objects that were previously inaccessible. For example, the Hubble Space Telescope has allowed us to see the most distant galaxies.

The second development is the use of computerized data analysis. This has allowed astronomers to make sense of the vast amounts of data that are collected by telescopes.

Finally, the third development is the use of new technologies. These technologies have allowed astronomers to develop new methods of data analysis, and to make new discoveries.

In conclusion, the field of astronomy is constantly evolving. New technologies and new methods are being developed all the time, and these are allowing us to explore the universe in new ways.

Wednesday

Hi School Official to Address SNEA

Silver Snooper, executive-secretary of the Idaho Education Association, will discuss qualifications needed for public school teaching at a Student National Education Association meeting at 5 a.m.

Silver, principal of the Idaho Falls High School, will speak in a classroom room of A, the school's main building.

Silver was the winner of the Phi Beta Kappa Outstanding Educator Award from the SNAA.

The home is named after the education honorary society.

Thursday Recital By Carol Brunsell

Carol Brunsell, Hon. Roll, will be presented to a senior recital at 8 a.m. Thursday in the Music Building.

Miss Brunsell, a soprano, will be accompanied by L. E. senior, and will sing a wide range of music.

Christian Marriage To Be John's Topic

Harry D. Johns, First President of the English Department, will be the speaker of the Christian Marriage To Be John's Topic.

Harry is a well-known and respected leader in the Church, and is known for his knowledge of the Bible.

In conclusion, the Christian Marriage To Be John's Topic is an important topic for all Christians. It is important to understand the principles of marriage, and to apply them in our lives.
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**Picnics, Spring Formals Blossom On Social Scene**

**Tea Party**

The second fastest deodorants in the world!

Old Spice Hick Deodorant is both for speed and price. Please hasten to your local drug - store and ask for Old Spice. It's the fastest, cheapest, easiest deodorant on the market.

Old Spice by SHULTON

**Moscow Office**

**Equipment & Repair**

We have a complete line of ***ENGINEERING*** and ***DEALERS' SUPPLIERS***

108 South Main

**For the Best in Buys Come to the Sanitary Market**

P.O. Box 1322

East 5th

**Army Cadets to Get Awards At Annual Spring Review**

Outstanding ABOCTC cadets will receive awards at this annual event. Lt. Col. Roy Nathan, public information officer, announced today.

**Student Poets To Have Work Published**

A student poet with two recent accomplishments in music now has another. T. D. Eubanks, sophomore in Dramatics, played in the student concert of Poetry Anthology and also, as "Flirt-Rosin" in thefall, said, "I'm not satisfied, however, whether the singer be a writer or a con- ductor of the treasure, the greatest factor is the ability of the audience to appreciate the written word."

**MUNSON'S TEXACO WEDDING**

Save We Give Green Stamps 1st & M & Y MOSCOW, IDAHO

**Wyckoff Assigned To Pakistan Duty**

Capt. John W. Wyckoff, 6th Lt., has been assigned to duty in Karachi, Pakistan. It was announced here by Maj. Gen. G. D. Tur- biville, public relations officer.

**Stop in New and Make Your Photo Appointments.**

For Tops
In Photography
Home or Studio
By Rudy

**Graduate This Year?**

Buy A New Chevrolet
Take Delivery NOW - Pay Later

- Special Delayed Payment Plan
- Low Interest Rates

Fahrenheit Chevrolet - Odessa Mobile

**A CLEAN DEAL IN Student Personal Laundry and Dry-Cleaning**

We have in - store economical-service costs less than shipping charges home

Follow your friends to THE WASHERETTE 302 West 1st - Moses

**The Air Force**

An important step toward the new year of Spada?

In the future, you will be given an important step toward the new year of Spada?

**U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION cadet program**

This is an important step toward the new year of Spada?

**There’s an important step toward the new year of Spada?**

For the men who wear these wings
JOHNSON COOLS COUGARS; IDAHO WINS 2ND

WESTERN GRENCH CRASHES PAIR OF TRIPLES, PASSES ATTACK

Pitcher Vic Johnson closed the door on a ninth inning WSC rally yesterday, hurling 10 innings in the loss to Idaho Falls, 3-5.

CUBS GRABS DOUBLEHEADER FROM FROSSH

A second Columbia Basin Juniors College team proved to be too much for the Idaho Falls Western Grenches yesterday, sweeping a seven-inning doubleheader at the University of Idaho, 5-2, 8-7.

Up and Over

GOLDFRAPP ON ROAD TRIP

Oregon and Oregon State relaxed over the Idaho Vandals last week. The two teams had faced off previously.

AIGA 14-12, the following day at Waddy.

In the Friday match, the Vandals, who are reeling from the loss of their star golfer, won 8-5. The Idaho Falls four-player team has won the last five days for the Vandals but also has lost two in the second and only to the Idaho Falls team.

Dick Steedman, Oregon State's leader in previous years, this year, has been a steadying influence in the Oregon State lineup. The Vandals have relied on Dick Steedman's leadership to take the lead back in the second and only two in the first.

Bill Stellman, who ran the Montana State at the University of Idaho, has become a valuable addition to the Oregon State lineup. Stellman scored a single and drove in the winning run on a sacrifice fly to right field. The Vandals are the second team to score a run in the third and fourth innings.

The Vandals will try to get back on track against the Idaho Falls team on Friday and Saturday. The Vandals have lost to the University of Idaho in the last two games at the University of Idaho and are 1-4 in the conference.

CHARLIE KABLE CLEAR THE BAR AT 8" IN SATURDAY'S TRICK MATCH WITH OSC AT EUGENE. Kable tied OSC's trick record of 5-2 and won in the pole vault as the Beavers defeated the Vandals, 87-58.

BECKFORD STEALS THE SHOW IN 2ND STRING SCRIMMAGE

Four men who may form the starting Idaho football backfield for the 1971 season have all been on the field for the 1970 season as well. The "white" team, which is made up of players from the Idaho College of Education, is the "white" team in the Vandals' second spring practice scrimmage.

Quarterback Gary Forewurst, who led the Vandals in passing last year, has been on the "white" team. Forewurst also said that he is one of the team's leaders.

The "white" team, which is made up of players from the Idaho College of Education, is the "white" team in the Vandals' second spring practice scrimmage.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A BANK OFFICIAL IS DEPRIVED OF HIS LUCKIES?

(Rank magazine) (show)

BRICK BANKERS

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A BANK OFFICIAL IS DEPRIVED OF HIS LUCKIES?

RANK MAGAZINE - NOVEMBER 1965 - SEPTEMBER 1965

DAVID BRADY CLINT MARTIN THE LION'S KING

AUGUST 1965

LIVE PULLMAN

LIVE PULLMAN

LIVE PULLMAN

LIVE PULLMAN

VARIETY OUTDOOR THEATRE

LITTLE FISH

RUNNING OUT Better get your tickets in the box office at Steve's Drug Store (Richland) or at the gate. We need you to make our season successful. No smoking, no spitting, no children under 10 years of age. No pets, please. Thank you.

VARY OUTDOOR THEATRE

LITTLE FISH

WEDNESDAY Y-BUCK NIGHT "ELEPHANT WALK" - Elizabeth Taylor

"DESTINATION: WICHITA" - Richard Widmark

CIGARETTE SLOGAN

LIGHT UP A LIGHT-SMOKE LIKE A CHAMP - "The Million Dollar Company" - "Burn Your Own"